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OBJECTIVE: To estimate the association between use of

an intrauterine device (IUD) and risk of cervical cancer

by subjecting existing data to critical review, quantitative

synthesis, and interpretation.

DATA SOURCES: We searched PubMed, Web of Science,

ClinicalTrials.gov, and catalogs of scientific meetings and

abstracts, theses, and dissertations queried from inception

through July 2016.

METHODS OF STUDY SELECTION: Examination of

abstracts from 225 reports identified 34 studies with

individual-level measures of use of an IUD and incident

cervical cancer. By critically assessing the full text of these

reports, independent reviewers identified 17 studies con-

ducted without recognized sources of systematic error, of

which 16 could be harmonized for meta-analysis.

TABULATION, INTEGRATION, AND RESULTS: Point

and interval estimates of the association between use

of an IUD and incident cervical cancer were extracted

from original reports into a structured database along

with key features of study design and implementation. A

random-effects meta-analysis was implemented to quan-

titatively synthesize extracted estimates and assess likely

influence of publication bias, residual confounding,

heterogeneity of true effect size, and human papilloma-

virus prevalence and cervical cancer incidence in source

populations. Women who used an IUD experienced

less cervical cancer (summary odds ratio 0.64, 95% CI

0.53–0.77). Neither confounding by recognized risk factors

nor publication bias seems a plausible explanation for the

apparent protective effect, which may be stronger in pop-

ulations with higher cervical cancer incidence.

CONCLUSION: Invasive cervical cancer may be approx-

imately one third less frequent in women who have used

an IUD. This possible noncontraceptive benefit could be

most beneficial in populations with severely limited

access to screening and concomitantly high cervical

cancer incidence.

(Obstet Gynecol 2017;130:1226–36)

DOI: 10.1097/AOG.0000000000002307

Cervical cancer is the third most common malig-
nancy among women worldwide, and according

to the International Agency for Research on Cancer
estimates, 710,000 incident cases and 383,000 cervical
cancer deaths are predicted annually by 2030.1 Con-
trol relies primarily on screening followed by removal
of premalignant cervical lesions. Preferential availabil-
ity of these services to affluent women created enor-
mous disparities,2 and poor women now experience
far greater cervical cancer burden both internation-
ally1 and in the United States.3,4 As of 2014, less than
2% of eligible females in low-resource countries had
received one or more doses of human papillomavirus
(HPV) vaccine.5 Therefore, for decades to come, cer-
vical cancer control will rely primarily on measures
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that prevent cervical cancer after women have been
exposed to HPV. Use of an intrauterine device (IUD)
may prove to be such a measure.

Intrauterine devices are the most commonly used
reversible contraceptive method worldwide.6 Modern
devices are safe, highly effective for contraception,
and have accepted noncontraceptive benefits. Heavy
menstrual bleeding and associated anemia can be con-
trolled by levonorgestrel-containing IUDs,7 and
women who have used nonhormonal IUDs experi-
ence lower endometrial cancer incidence.8,9 After
publication of a series of studies sponsored by the
International Agency for Research on Cancer,10 the
body of epidemiologic data relating IUD use to occur-
rence of cervical cancer also warrants quantitative
summary.

In work reported here, we systematically searched
for reports relating IUD use to incident cervical cancer,
critically reviewed identified studies, and quantitatively
summarized data addressing the association between
IUD use and incident cervical cancer.

SOURCES

We interrogated PubMed from inception to July 2016
using both MeSH and keyword searches, using the
latter to identify relevant papers to which the MeSH
terms had not been assigned. For the MeSH search,
we specified the terms “intrauterine devices (Mesh)
AND uterine cervical neoplasms (Mesh)”; these terms
were expanded in the search builder to “intrauterine
devices” OR “intrauterine devices, medicated” OR
“intrauterine devices, copper” and “cervical cancer”
OR “uterine cervical neoplasms,” respectively. Terms
in the keyword search were “cervical cancer” AND
“intrauterine device.” To find relevant papers not
identified by the PubMed searches, we also conducted
a Web of Science citation search of all papers selected
for critical review according to criteria described sub-
sequently. This procedure resulted in citation chain-
ing in which each paper identified in a citation search
was subjected to a subsequent citation search. Finally,
we searched entries on ClinicalTrials.gov for studies
of IUDs or cervical cancer and sought additional
reports by informal inquiry among investigators
specializing in cervical cancer and contraception and
by querying abstracts of presentations to scientific
conferences, unrestricted queries of trials registered
at ClinicalTrials.gov using each of the search terms
enumerated previously, and catalogued theses and
dissertations. Reports identified by each search were
captured in a library created in Endnote X7.7.1, and
those identified by multiple searches were reduced to
unique entries.

STUDY SELECTION

The title and abstract of each unique report were
reviewed independently by two investigators to iden-
tify studies meeting inclusion criteria; such studies
had collected 1) individual-level data, 2) history of
IUD use, and 3) history of cervical cancer. We spe-
cifically excluded studies not reported in English,
studies without human participants, and case reports.

To determine whether minimum criteria for study
quality were met, two investigators (from MB, NBW,
TE, JLP, JT, CZ, JZ) independently critically reviewed
the full text of the report on each study, requiring that
included studies 1) enrolled a defined group of women
with no history of cervical cancer, 2) did not select
participants according to history of cervical cancer risk
factors, 3) addressed age of participants in either design
or analysis, and 4) used incident cervical cancer as the
outcome variable. Recognizing that incident occur-
rence of cervical intraepithelial neoplasia and carci-
noma in situ cannot be ascertained reliably, we
excluded studies that reported on only these conditions
and those for which cervical intraepithelial neoplasia
could not be distinguished from cervical cancer in
reported data. At least two of our investigators (from
MB, NBW, TE, JLP, JT, CZ, JZ) additionally con-
firmed that included studies were subject to no obvious
source of systematic error likely to introduce apprecia-
ble bias, potentially confounding variables addressed in
the study were enumerated, and that study data had
been analyzed by techniques appropriate for the data
structure. Any discrepancies between results of title and
abstract reviews or full-text reviews were resolved by
consensus. The full search was conducted in strict
adherence to Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic
reviews and Meta-Analyses standards.11 The protocol
and study were not registered before implementation.

Data used in the meta-analysis were systematically
extracted from reports on studies found to satisfy the
aforementioned criteria and managed using REDCap 6
electronic data capture tools hosted at the University of
Southern California. Information abstracted for each
study included study site, years of enrollment and
publication, size and characteristics of the study
population, and both point and 95% CI estimates of
the association between ever using an IUD and
incident cervical cancer. For each study, we noted
which of the following covariates had been addressed
by either design or analysis: age, history of Pap test,
socioeconomic status, gravidity, sexual history, age at
coitarche (sexual debut), and HPV status. If provided,
we also extracted information on IUD type used by
participants and histologic subtype of incident cervical
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cancer. Study design was categorized as follows: nested
case–control study if control participants were sampled
from cervical cancer-free women belonging to a defined
cohort from which case participants were ascertained;
population-based case–control study if control partic-
ipants were sampled from a defined base population
from which incident cases were identified by surveil-
lance, hospital- or clinic-based case–control study if
control participants were cervical cancer-free patients
ascertained at a clinical facility related to the center
where participating case participants were identified;
and friend- or family-base case–control study if con-
trol participants were referred to the study by partici-
pating case participants.

The meta-analysis was designed to quantitatively
assess the association between incident cervical cancer
and any compared with no use of an IUD. Fortunately,

estimates of this association were provided for most
studies. For one study in which estimates were provided
only for finer strata of IUD use, we estimated the
association for any compared with no use as described
in Appendix 1, available online at http://links.lww.com/
AOG/B2. We requested an estimate for this association
from the authors of a study in which the lowest reported
level of exposure was less than 2 years of IUD use, but
learned that study data were no longer available12; we
report results of this study only in narrative form.

We estimated the summary odds ratio (OR)
association between any (compared with no) use of
an IUD and incident cervical cancer using both fixed-
effect and random-effects models; finding results from
both models comparable, we report in detail those
from the random-effects model. As input data, we
used reported results of multivariate analyses

Table 1. Studies Included in Meta-analysis

1st Author Location Data Collection Control Source Case Participants Control Participants

Celentano35 United States 1982–1984 Mixed 153 153

Brinton32 Multisite§ 1986–1987 Mixed 568 1,071
Lassise36 United States 1982–1984 Population 479 789
Parazzini37 Italy 1990 Clinic or hospital 720 820

Williams33 Kenya 1981–1988 Clinical or hospital 112 749
Li38 China 1989–1991 Population 272 893

Shields34 United States 1982–1984 Population 235 486
Hammouda16 Algeria 1997–1999 Clinic or hospital 198 202

Castellsagué10 Morocco 1991–1993 Clinic or hospital 202 214
Castellsagué10 Philippines 1991–1993 Clinic or hospital 383 387
Castellsagué10 Thailand 1990–1993 Clinic or hospital 348 385
Castellsagué10 Peru 1996–1998 Clinic or hospital 137 140
Castellsagué10 India 1998–1999 Clinic or hospital 76 60
Castellsagué10 Spain 1985–1987 Population 480 472
Castellsagué10 Colombia 1985–1988 Population 448 452
Roura15 Multisiteǁ 1992–2006 Cohort 134 264

SES, socioeconomic status; HPV, human papillomavirus; AAICC, age-adjusted incidence of cervical cancer; BMI, body mass index; OCU,
oral contraceptive use.

* Method of accounting for age: M, matched; S, statistically controlled.
† Method of Pap test measurement: G, gap in Pap tests; N, number of previous Pap tests; T, time since last Pap test.
‡ Method of socioeconomic status measurement: E, education; I, household income.
§ Panama, Costa Rica, Colombia, and Mexico.
ǁ Denmark, France, Germany, Greece, Italy, the Netherlands, Spain, and United Kingdom.
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extracted from original reports; this carried forward
into the meta-analysis estimates of the OR, addressing
confounders deemed important by the original inves-
tigators. By this approach, natural log of each adjusted
OR estimate was weighted by the reciprocal of the
corresponding variance estimated from the 95% CI.
The fixed-effects model uses this information to
account for only within-study variance. The random-
effects model accounts for between- and within-study
variance, thereby incorporating the conservative
assumption that individual studies estimate different
effect sizes.13 A priori, we expected true value of the
IUD–cervical cancer association to differ between
study populations, because magnitude of this param-
eter is influenced by the distribution of true causal or
protective factors, which is likely to differ among the
diverse source populations in which contributing

studies were conducted. We estimated the summary
OR within strata defined by study design and overall
for the full set of included studies. A forest plot was
created to display each study’s contribution to sum-
mary estimates.

We used two approaches to examine the influence
of individual studies and study weights on the overall
summary estimate. We calculated summary OR esti-
mates in which contributions of each study were
excluded one by one. We also conducted a cumulative
meta-analysis in which contributions of each study
were added to the summary OR estimate of studies’
relative weights. Heterogeneity was characterized using
appropriate P value and I2 statistics,14 and publication
bias was addressed by creating a funnel plot and con-
ducting a second cumulative meta-analysis ordered by
the year each report was published.

Covariate
Values for

Metaregression

Age* Pap Test† SES‡
Sexual
Partners HPV

Coitarche
Age Gravidity

Smoking
Status Other

HPV
Prevalence AAICC

Yes (M) Yes (G) No No No Yes No Yes Race, residence,
gynecologic visits

6 8

Yes (M) Yes (T) Yes (E) Yes Yes Yes No No Parity — 30
Yes (M) No Yes (I) Yes No Yes Yes No 6 15.3
Yes (S) Yes (N, T) Yes (E) Yes No Yes Yes Yes Race, history of genital

infection, OCU
15 7.9

Yes (S) No No No No No No No — 45
Yes (M) Yes (N) Yes (E) No No No No Yes Age first married,

intercourse during
menstruation, use of
unsanitary materials,
parity

7 2.78

Yes (M) No No No No No No No — 15.3
Yes (M) No Yes (E) Yes Yes Yes No No Residence, urban or

rural environment
10.5 10.9

Yes (S) Yes (N) Yes (E) No Yes Yes No No 20.5 11
Yes (S) Yes (N) Yes (E) No Yes Yes No No 9.2 25
Yes (S) Yes (N) Yes (E) No Yes Yes No No 15.7 18.5
Yes (S) Yes (N) Yes (E) No Yes Yes No No 17.7 40
Yes (S) Yes (N) Yes (E) No Yes Yes No No 27.7 30
Yes (S) Yes (N) Yes (E) No Yes Yes No No 15.6 6
Yes (S) Yes (N) Yes (E) No Yes Yes No No 15.6 48.2
Yes (M) Yes (N) Yes (E) No Yes No Yes Yes Chlamydia, herpes,

BMI, marital status,
physical activity,
menopausal status

40.7 10.7
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The contributing studies addressed different sets of
covariates by either matching in the design or adjusting
in multivariate analysis. We explored sensitivity of the
summary estimate to control in contributing studies of
specific covariates by conducting stratified meta-
analyses. For each, studies were assigned to a group
that did or did not address a specific cervical cancer risk
or protective factor. Variables used to define these strata
were history of a Pap test, socioeconomic status,
gravidity, lifetime number of sexual partners, age at
coitarche, HPV status, and history of smoking. The
limited number of contributing studies precluded joint
stratification on multiple variables.

Human papillomavirus status and history of
cervical cancer screening are particularly important
determinants of cervical cancer risk that were not
addressed in some studies and unlikely to have been
perfectly controlled in others. We explored the
possible influence of these factors using population-
level metaregression. To implement this analysis, we
regressed the natural logarithm of the OR estimated in
each study on available estimates of HPV prevalence
and age-adjusted incidence rate of cervical cancer in
the source population for each study. Because inci-
dence is widely measured and determined largely by
frequency of screening, the age-adjusted incidence
rate of cervical cancer in each study’s source popula-
tion during the first year of study enrollment was used
as an indicator of screening. Estimates of HPV prev-
alence were taken from study reports15,16 and other
sources,17–25 and estimates of incidence were obtained
from one study report,16 other reports,19–24,26–28 and
population-based cancer registries.29–31 We excluded
from the metaregression analysis studies from three
source populations32–34 for which estimates of HPV
prevalence were not available. All statistical analyses
were implemented using Stata 14, and Figures 2–4
were created using R 3.4.0.

RESULTS

Using the three search strategies, we identified 225
unique reports. Of these, we eliminated 25 describing
only case participants, 97 that did not provide informa-
tion on both IUD use and cervical cancer, 47 not
written in English, eight letters and 25 reviews that did
not report on original data, two that did not use
individual-level data, and one book. Of the remaining
21 reports warranting critical review, 16 had been
identified in PubMed searches and five by citation
chaining. By critical review, we determined that 17
were reports of high-quality studies that satisfied inclu-
sion criteria. Data from 16 of these studies10,15,16,32–38

(Table 1) reporting on 4,945 incident cases of cervical

cancer and 7,537 women who remained free from this
malignancy could be harmonized for inclusion in the
meta-analysis. Movement of data through the systematic
search, critical review, and meta-analysis is illustrated in
Figure 1, characteristics of studies used in the meta-
analysis are enumerated in Table 1, and critically re-
viewed studies that did not satisfy inclusion criteria are
enumerated in the Appendix 2, available online at
http://links.lww.com/AOG/B2.

For the 16 high-quality studies included in the
meta-analysis, we estimated the summary OR associ-
ation between any (compared with no) use of an IUD
and incident cervical cancer to be 0.64 (95% CI 0.53–
0.77; see forest plot, Fig. 2). Stratum-specific summary
OR estimates did not differ appreciably between sub-
sets of studies of like design, results from studies of the
common design did not strongly aggregate in the fun-
nel plot (Fig. 3), and summary OR estimates did not
materially change by omitting data from any of the 16
studies (Fig. 4). These findings reveal a robust inverse
association that is unlikely to have arisen spuriously
from either random error or participation bias.

The single high-quality study that could not be
harmonized for inclusion12 provided estimates for
2–9 years of use (OR 0.6, 95% CI 0.3–1.2, 23 case
participants, 33 control participants) and 10 or more
years of use (OR 0.9, 95% CI 0.1–1.3, five case partic-
ipants, five control participants) compared with less
than 2 years of use of an IUD (172 case participants,
162 control participants). Because the reference group
could include an undetermined number of women who
ever used an IUD, we expected study estimates to be
closer to the null value, 1.0, than the summary OR
estimated from 16 studies in which no use was the ref-
erence level. We therefore consider results of this study
to be compatible with results of the meta-analysis.

Results of the cumulative meta-analyses contradict
patterns that typically create publication bias: small
studies reporting extreme results in early years followed
by larger studies reporting null estimates. Instead,
cumulative meta-analyses of these data show that results
would have been substantively identical if data from the
smallest 10 or 12 studies had not been included
(Appendix 3, available online at http://links.lww.com/
AOG/B2). Moreover, an inverse association is apparent
from the summary of data available throughout the
history of published reports, and the summary estimates
achieved statistical significance on publication of only
the second report in 1990 (Appendix 4, available online
at http://links.lww.com/AOG/B2). Accordingly, results
of individual studies do not aggregate in the lower left
portion of the funnel plot (Fig. 3), betraying no indica-
tion that there are numerous small unpublished studies
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Fig. 1. Flow of information through the system-
atic review and meta-analysis. *See Appendix 2,
available online at http://links.lww.com/AOG/B2.
†See Table 1. MeSH, medical subject headings;
IUD, intrauterine device.

Cortessis. Intrauterine Device and Cervical Cancer
Inverse Association. Obstet Gynecol 2017.
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with null results, the classic missing studies that create
publication bias. Thus, all relevant results indicate that
the observed association between IUD use and cervical
cancer is unlikely to have arisen from publication bias.

Heterogeneity among all studies (I 2 42.5%) is not
explained by differences in study design, because
stratum-specific summary OR estimates did not differ
appreciably between subsets of studies of like design,
and heterogeneity was apparent even within these
subsets (Fig. 2). Accordingly, results were slightly
overdispersed with point estimates from four studies
situated slightly outside pseudo 95% confidence limits
(Fig. 3). We considered two possible sources for the
observed heterogeneity: differing degrees of residual
confounding and true differences in effect size.

We explored potential influences of residual
confounding by stratified meta-analysis of subsets of
studies that did or did not address each of seven
specific risk or protective factors as potential con-
founding variables. Notably, inverse associations were
observed in both strata defined by each of these
factors, and results for all but one of the smallest strata
(three studies that did not address socioeconomic

Fig. 2. Forest plot from random effects meta-analysis of 16 studies stratified by study design and ordered within stratum by
year of publication and relative weight (%) of study. Centers of squares and horizontal bars through each indicate point and
95% CI estimates of individual study odds ratio (sOR). Area of squares indicate relative weights of individual studies.
Vertical apices of diamonds and horizontal bars through each indicate interval sOR estimates. Dashed black line indicates
combined sOR. OR, odds ratio; IUD, intrauterine device.

Cortessis. Intrauterine Device and Cervical Cancer Inverse Association. Obstet Gynecol 2017.

Fig. 3. Funnel plot from random effects meta-analysis of 16
studies. Dotted black line indicates summary odds ratio.
Solid black lines indicate pseudo 95% CIs. IUD, intrauter-
ine device.

Cortessis. Intrauterine Device and Cervical Cancer Inverse Asso-
ciation. Obstet Gynecol 2017.
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status) achieved statistical significance. Confounding
by any of these factors is therefore unlikely to explain
the inverse association in the overall data (Table 2).

True effect size is expected to differ between
populations with unequal prevalence of cervical cancer
causes and protective factors.39 Stronger associations
predicted in populations with higher prevalence of
HPV and lower frequency of screening were borne
out in results of metaregression. The natural logarithm
of the OR values from individual studies were inversely
correlated with both HPV prevalence and our proxy
for lower access to screening, age-adjusted incidence
rate of cervical cancer (Table 3), although only the
age-adjusted incidence rate coefficient achieved statisti-
cal significance (P5.005). These results accord with the
possibility that protective effects of IUDs may be some-
what greater in populations that experience higher cer-
vical cancer risk.

DISCUSSION

The meta-analysis revealed a robust inverse associa-
tion between any use of an IUD and incident cervical
cancer with overall incidence approximately 30%
lower in women who reported ever using a device.
Because contributing studies were completed before
an HPV vaccine was available, the magnitude of the
association may be most relevant to populations in
which women 30 years of age and older remain
largely unvaccinated. The analysis identified
between-study heterogeneity, an indication that dis-
tribution of results of individual studies was not the
result of random error alone. Potential influences
include different levels of screening and HPV infec-
tion between contributing studies, which were con-
ducted over a range of years and sociodemographic
circumstances. The inverse correlation between cer-
vical cancer incidence in a study’s source population
and effect size accords with the possibility that differ-
ence in incidence between users and nonusers could
be greatest in populations subject to higher risk.

Fig. 4. Results of influence analyses comparing summary
odds ratio (sOR) from all 16 studies (middle of red square
and horizontal red line through it, further denoted by
dashed bar and two solid vertical bars through entire figure,
indicate point estimate and 95% CI) to sOR estimate from
each of 16 sets of 15 studies in which data from indicated
study were excluded (middle of each blue square indicates
point estimates; blue bars through each blue square indi-
cate 95% CI estimates).

Cortessis. Intrauterine Device and Cervical Cancer Inverse Asso-
ciation. Obstet Gynecol 2017.

Table 2. Results of Meta-analyses Stratified on Whether Studies Did or Did Not Address Each of Six
Demonstrated Cervical Cancer Risk and Protective Factors

Variable

Addressed* Not Addressed

n† Summary OR 95% CI n† Summary OR 95% CI

SES 13 0.63 0.51–0.77 3 0.67 0.40–1.12
Smoking history 4 0.81 0.66–0.99 12 0.61 0.49–0.75
Coitarche age 11 0.62 0.52–0.73 5 0.66 0.46–0.96
No. of lifetime partners 4 0.65 0.45–0.96 12 0.62 0.49–0.79
HPV status 10 0.56 0.45–0.70 6 0.78 0.63–0.96
No. of Pap tests 12 0.66 0.54–0.81 4 0.58 0.36–0.93
Gravidity 3 0.64 0.53–0.77 13 0.62 0.49–0.78

OR, odds ratio; SES, socioeconomic status; HPV, human papillomavirus.
* By matching on variable in study design or adjusting for it in multivariate analysis.
† Number of studies in stratum.
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Results of influence, sensitivity, and cumulative
meta-analyses indicate that the observed association is
unlikely to be explained by study design, residual
confounding by recognized cervical cancer risk and
protective factors, or publication bias. The association
is also unlikely to represent artifact of lesion detection
during IUD placement, because cervical lesions are
visualized by use of indicators (eg, acetowhite) that are
not applied for purposes of IUD placement. These
considerations leave us encouraged that the observed
association may plausibly reflect a true difference in
cervical cancer risk between IUD users and other
women.

Mechanisms whereby placement of an IUD might
mediate malignant potential focus on proximity of the
cervical canal to the transformation zone, where
preneoplastic lesions arise. The transformation zone is
both targeted by HPV and a major effector and
inductive site for cell-mediated immune responses.40

Tissue underlying the transformation zone is manipu-
lated during IUD placement, and the possibility that
this procedure may elicit an immune response appears
to have first been articulated by Petry, who proposed
that “tissue trauma associated with.insertion induces
a cellular immune response that might finally clear per-
sistent HPV infections and preinvasive lesions.”41 This
suggestion followed research indicating that cellular
immune response may influence the course of prema-
lignant cervical lesions. Key findings were greater lesion
progression in immunocompromised patients,42,43 and
better outcomes when tissue resected to remove cervi-
cal lesions demonstrated CD4+ T-cells and CD11c+
dendritic cells, indicating immune infiltration.44 Mech-
anisms involving more chronic response to the pres-
ence of an IUD have also been suggested.
Castellsague et al10 hypothesized that IUDs may affect
HPV persistence through “changes in local mucosal
immune status” caused by chronic, low-grade inflam-
mation in the endocervix and cervix or by induction
of “local small foci of chronic inflammation” resulting
from IUD insertion or removal and subsequent long-
lasting immune reaction. These investigators also noted

that preinvasive cervical lesions might be removed me-
chanically during IUD insertion or removal.

A limitation of the meta-analysis is that data could
be harmonized to estimate only associations between
any use and nonuse. We were unable to examine
further influences of IUD type (eg, hormonal com-
pared with copper), duration of use, or age at
placement. Such findings could potentially provide
insight useful for comparing postulated mechanisms
such as acute compared with chronic effects and
inform specific guidelines. A further limitation is that
between-study heterogeneity may reflect inconsis-
tently or inadequately addressed differences in risk
or protective factors, including access to preventive
care and other consequences of socioeconomic status.

Despite slow accrual of high-quality epidemiologic
data, a credible inverse association between IUD use
and cervical cancer has emerged. Accelerated explora-
tion of potential efficacy of IUD use for cervical cancer
prevention now seems warranted by the robust sum-
mary results reported here together with plausible
biological mechanisms defined in earlier research. If
such efforts substantiate a preventive influence of the
IUD, future contraceptive counseling may routinely
incorporate this potential noncontraceptive benefit of
the IUD. Translational potential of this avenue of
research is underscored by the great and growing need
for approaches to cervical cancer prevention that can be
widely used by HPV-exposed women in low-resource
settings, frequent need for contraception among these
women, and credible documentation of other non-
contraceptive benefits of IUDs.
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